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Your Mazatlán
This month will start out quietly but end with a bang
when the world’s third largest Carnaval begins with all
its celebrations. But this annual event is in stark contrast to the everyday lives some of our Mexican citizens
endure. Our writer, Olivia Guzón, introduces us to a selfless woman who has dedicated her life to helping the
homeless people of Mazatlán and features some of the
success stories.
With Carnaval comes lots of sound! Some people
may say noise but that depends on your perspective.
Banda music has long been an icon of what is part of
Mazatlán. Juan Pablo Sánchez shares its interesting history with us. On another louder note, the origin of the
Combate Naval is documented very well by Olivia, and is
a show not to be missed! And on the much quieter side
of things, awareness of the Mazatlán Literature Award is
addressed.
Check out more things that make México near and
dear to our hearts with Solo Snowbird Ana’s Part Two
of “Surprising Things About México” and Oscar Guzón’s
edition of “Below the Surface”. His ecotourism excursion
for whale watching is like no other because its lead by a
true oceanographer who cares deeply about our oceans.
All in all, Mazatlán means different things to all of us
but we all agree it is a very special place to call home,
even if just for a short vacation.
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By Olivia Guzón

C

arnaval is the most
important tradition in
Mazatlán. It’s an event
full with color, music, dance,
parades, and A LOT of parties.
But in the middle of all that,
hidden behind all the noise,
is a prestigious cultural award
whose importance has been
lost among many locals.
I’m talking about the Premio Mazatlán de Literatura
(Mazatlán Literature Award):
A national award created to
honor the best literary work
published in México during
the previous year.
Although the timing of this
award indicates the beginning
of the Carnaval, in the event
known as “Velada de las Artes”
(Evening of the Arts), many
people ignore its history and
national relevance.

This prestigious national award gets
outshined by Carnaval festivities

It was created as an initiative of the writer, journalist,
intellectual and philanthroresentative of México at the
pist, Antonio Haas, with supUN Security Council.
port from local personalities
Since then many other
like Francisco Rodolfo Álvarez,
big
personalities have won
Raúl Rico Mendiola and forthe
award, like Nobel Prize
mer governor of Sinaloa, Leopwinner
Octavio Paz, Ángeles
oldo Sánchez Celis. The award
Mastretta,
Carlos Monsiváis,
was first presented in 1965 to
José Emilio Pathe poet José
checo, Juan VilGorostiza AlIt was created as an
loro, Jorge Volpi,
calá, from Tainitiative
of
the
writer,
and Elena Ponbasco, for his
who
work compijournalist, intellectual iatowska,
actually
won
it
lation entitled
and
philanthropist,
twice,
in
1971
“Obras”.
and 1993.
Antonio Haas.
To underDuring
its
stand the relefirst
decade
of
existence,
the
vance of this award, just keep
award even had the sponsorin mind that Gorostiza Alcalá
ship of the Instituto Nacional
wasn’t just a poet, he was also
de Bellas Artes (National Ina member of the diplomatic
stitute of Fine Arts), but this
service as chancellor in Lonstopped in 1972 when writer
don, Copenhagen and Rome;
Carlos Fuentes would not acambassador of México in
cept the award, motivated by
Greece; and adviser to the rep-
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the attitude of the state government against a student
movement which occurred inside the Universidad Autónoma de Sinaloa (Autonomous
University of Sinaloa).
After that year there were
no more awards because the
controversy was too large and
sponsorship was lost. It wasn’t
until 1984 when, again, Antonio Haas with the help of the
former director of Cultura
Mazatlán, Raúl Rico González
brought it back with the support of the state government.
In 1996, the Universidad
Autónoma de Sinaloa got on
board as the main sponsor
with a $100,000 MXN prize for
the winner. That same year
the event known as “Velada
de las Artes” was created. The
winner receives recognition

and it is celebrated with a big
concert in Teatro Ángela Peralta. This event marks the beginning of Carnaval.
This year’s winner will be
revealed over the following
weeks, so keep your eye on the
newspapers to catch the news.
The official presentation of the
winner and their work will be
on February 18th, 19:00 hours,
at Casa Haas, located in Calle
Heriberto Frías #1506B, Centro
Histórico.
As usual, the award will
be delivered during the “Velada de las Artes”, on February
23rd, 20:00 hours, at Teatro
Ángela Peralta. As at the publication of this article, the cast
for the event has not yet been
announced. •
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THE SCENE

Once Once, Cooking Compassion

The
gastronomic
scene
in Mazatlán
By Paola Osuna

culinary curator

Piccola Roma
This small restaurant is located in Olas
Altas and has been
open for barely three
months. I discovered
it because some good
friends recommended
it to me so I took on
the task of going to try
it. The first thing that
caught my attention is
that the restaurant is
run by the family; the
son, the daughter, the
mother and of course
the father, which gave
me the feeling of the
"famiglia" (pronounced
with the Italian tone). I
later discovered they
are indeed an Italian-Mexican family who came to live in Mazatlan a few years ago. Giovanni Mancuso is the name of the father
who is the chef. The menu is a good representation of traditional
Italian cuisine; pastas, several options of chicken, meat or vegetable dishes and of course pizzas prepared in a wood oven. But
the star dish of the place is the lasagna, that I, of course tried
and it's a delight! If you want to try it, go early because it sells
out. They also have a nice selection of Italian wines that make a
perfect pairing with the dishes. The atmosphere is very relaxed
and I would say "cozy". If you decide to go I hope you have a nice
and delicious experience.

Once Once is a new venue
for vegan food in Mazatlan. I
really could not find another word better than creative
to try and describe their food
when I read the menu and
tried several of the items they
serve. The idea of 
Caro and
Roberto, a young couple of
Mazatlan entrepreneurs, is
to show that vegan food does
not have to be boring, tasteless or pure bark, and they
achieve this with great success. You can find anything
from a beet burger with sweet
potato chips, avocado-coated tacos, buffalo wings made
of cauliflower, BBQ sandwich,
mediterranean
dish
with
falafel, hummus, tzatziki and
pita bread. I am not vegan but
while eating, the food had so
much flavor, texture and color
that I never thought about the
fact I was eating vegan food.
The place is very relaxed and
informal, has a long communal table and some small tables. The atmosphere is very
flirty and friendly. For vegans,
this is one more place to add
to their list and for non-vegans, it gives them an opportunity to try a delicious, different and healthy eating option.
Mariano Escobedo 6 between
Benito Juárez and Aquiles Serdán, Centro
Hours: Wednesday through
Sunday from 5:00pm to 10:00
pm

Once Once

La Casita de María
I was very lucky the day I
went to La Casita de María because Chef Jaime Llano took
the time to personally attend
and speak with me and my
husband about what he wants
to offer in this new project and
career, apart from spoiling us
with his dishes. We told him
to bring us what he thought
were the dishes with which
we could get an idea of his
proposal and therefore he did.
What you will find in La Casita de María is a fusion style
with a great Mediterranean
influence; mainly Greek and
Italian and other European flavors. You will see it in dishes
such as Mediterranean mezze,
gnocchi with shrimp, mussels
Parisian, beet salads, etc., but
also a good handling of Mexican ingredients in dishes such
as the Mayan octopus. A varied
menu in which you will surely
find something that you like. A
very good option for lunch or
dinner.
Av. Camarón Sábalo Fracc.
El Dorado
Hours: Monday to Sunday
from 11:00am to 11:00 pm

Olas Altas 81 A
Hours: 3:00pm to 11:00pm
Closed on Tuesdays
La Casita de María
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BELOW THE SURFACE
dissolve, some will be winners
and others be losers, for the
prize is grand: the survival of
the species.

Whale watching
season is underway
and is better
than ever!
By Oscar Guzón

T

wo months have passed
since we recorded the
first humpback whale of
the winter breeding season in
Mazatlan waters and, 50 days,
since whale watching season
began along the Pacific coast
of Mexico; and one thing is
certain, it has been an incredible season so far! Apart from
the ocassional cold fronts and
strong winds that kept us on
land the last days of 2018, seas
have been gentle enough to let
us get out there regularly and,
best of all, there has not been
a single day spent in the blue
without finding whales!
As of today, our team has
been in the water for over 40

8

days spending hundreds of
hours documenting encounters with humpback whales,
dolphins, and other fascinating
marine species just a few miles
off the coast of Mazatlan.
The migration of the humpback whale is one of the longest of any mammal on earth
and without a doubt a spectacle to be witnessed. Despite
all threats, (fishing nets, huge
loads of boats and orcas, to
name a few), every winter over
8,000 of them make their way
into the tropical and subtropical waters of the Mexican Pacific to breed and give birth to
their calves. But finding a mate
is definetely not an easy task,

since in any given population
of humpback whales, sex ratio is biased towards males,
meaning there are more males
than females (at least 4:1).
Hence, competition among
males is relentless! Males have
to give their best out there to
be chosen by the females and
that means being resourceful.
The song performed by males,
and only by males, is probably one of the most intriguing
sounds in nature, and it is believed to have many functions
related to breeding. Theories
are that it might be a way to
attract females and transmit
information about their fitness and stamina. But it just
might also have a more col-

lective function as a way to
stablish acoustic territories
for males to exchange information and figuring out what
other males are made of. As
males get together, high testosterone levels play their role
and trigger impressive battles
that can last for hours. While
fighting eagerly in what are
known as “rowdy” or “competitive” groups, males measure
each other while displaying
agonistic behaviours (charging
their bodies, slapping each
other with their tails and flippers), giving females a hint on
who to choose for the sublte
art of making baby whales.
While all this is happening,
male-female couples form and
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whale watching season and
we look forward to continuing
with our citizen science efforts, bringing people closer to
whales and delivering unique
During the last two months, experiences in the ocean for
our team and participants our participants, as well as
have been lucky enough to raising awareness about the
document over 20 of these value of marine biodiversity
groups, comprising from 4 to and the many threats it faces
8 individuals, as well as nu- due to our irresponsible humerous couples and solitary man practices. But, of course,
singing males. As
our mission could
the season pronot be achieved
As the season
gresses and less
the supprogresses and without
females are availport of our cusable,
competitomers, including
less females
tive groups will
tourists,
locals
are available,
become
larger
and many friends
and battles will competitive groups which have taken
become more inpart in our citizen
will become
tense, until no
science
expediwhales are left larger and battles tions this season.
to pair. But what
So far a little more
will become
about the females
than 500 souls to
that chose right
be more precise!
more intense.
last year? Well, for
We are happy just
starters they have become su- to know that many, if not all
per big and most of them are of them, had an unforgettable
already giving birth to their experience in the ocean while
babies right here in these wa- meeting with the whales up
ters (so, just a reminder, many close, admiring their greatof these whales are Mexican ness, and learning about their
by birth!). So far, we have only secret lives. So what are you
recorded 3 female-calf pairs, waiting for? Get out there and
but calving peaks around mid #exploreforlife! •
February and we expect to witness more motherhood in the
following weeks. Even when
our data suggests Mazat- Oscar is a local Oceanographer
lan is not a preferred site for with a master in Marine Ecolonursing (perhaps because it gy, also founder of Onca Explois noisy and busy), there has rations, a well respected local
been years we have recorded ecotour company, so good it is recover 20 female-calf pairs tran- ommended by Lonely Planet and
siting through the area; some National Geographic Traveler. For
remaining in these waters for all the information about how Oscar spends his days visit oncaseveral days.
explorations.com or call Onca at
So, as you can see, there is (669) 913 4050
a lot more to expect from this
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KANNON
CAFE PACIFICO

SATURDAY
9:00 PM A 11:30 PM

la corriente
wednesday
3:30 pm - 7:00 pm
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THE SOLO SNOWBIRD

Surprising things
about México
PART TWO

Things that are surprising, and
sometimes shocking, that you can
expect to experience or observe when
living in México.
By Ana Fernández

F

itting into a new culture
and environment can
sometimes prove to be
extra challenging especially
if you’re a senior moving to a
new country. And it’s an experience expats/snowbirds are
going through each year as
increasing numbers decide to
retire in sunny Mexico. Therefore, knowing certain nuances
or quirks, or even what to expect as a newbie can help with
your learning curve.

Commerce
Grocery stores - Next time
you make a trip to the local
grocery store (Ley and Soriana
are the most popular) remember to tip the baggers! Those
teenagers and seniors are
NOT paid by the store. They
have to provide their own uniform and rely completely on
tips. Two pesos per bag is common practice. Same thing for
the parking “attendants” who,
without their cautious whistling as we back up, keep us
accident free!
All those little stores - I
don’t know why there are so
many little stores (other than
possibly low startup costs),
but I can tell you that if you
are on the hunt for something
specific, you will likely find it
in one of these places. Take for
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sume that’s the store location
(as I did when I first got here).
Sizing - I am not known
to be a petite lady, but when
shopping for clothing you’d
think that I was the only one in
the city that is Plus size! Clothing here is very difficult to find
for us vo”lump”tuous gals. Or
maybe it’s that it is a generally
accepted practice to look like
sausages when squeezing into
an “XL” (which is actually an
M up North). In Centro, near
the mercado, there’s even a
street which I refer to as “sausage row” where they sell all
these ridiculously tight dresses and pants. If you are lucky
and do find larger sizes, they
may comically refer to them
as “whopper” sizes.

example office supplies. Did
you know that the “Papelerias” (paper shops) sell mostly
Bulk buying - This concept
school supplies & wrapping
is
starting
to catch on in some
paper, but not computer paplaces
but
it is a slow process.
per? And that where they sell
It
seems
that
no matter if you
“didactica” supplies there
want
to
buy
a large quantiare teaching supplies such as
ty
of
something,
the cost is
maps and classroom signage,
still
a
multiple
of
the single
but you won’t find pencils?
price.
And
even
if
you go to
And if you ever see a sign outthe
source,
it’s
not
cheaper.
side a store that says “copias”
I
recently
discovered
where
(copies), it can also be a “cyto
purchase
tuna
chorizo
and
ber” (internet cafe) but it’s not
burgers
directly
from
the
supa place to order business cards
(go to an “imprenta” for that). plier. The beautifully laid out
store was well stocked and
Keeping all this
very organized
straight is a nevYou’d be hard pressed with prices on
er ending job!
everything, but
to
have
not
noticed
it was less exAdvertising
- You’d be hard all manner of vehicles pensive to buy
packages
of
pressed to have
running
around
the
two
burgers
at
not noticed all
a
time,
than
a
manner of ve- city advertising their
bag
of
10!
Even
hicles
running
goods on a decibel at the mercado
around the city
advertising their level sometimes equal or other places
where you can
goods on a decito
an
F15
fighter
jet.
barter,
many
bel level somevendors
are
not
times equal to an
willing
to
give
a
F15 fighter jet. Makeshift loud“bulk”
buying
break.
speakers precariously balancing on the roof of a tiny ramshackle car announce the sale Habits
of all sorts of goods. Another
unusual practice is to rent out
Buses - Some drivers have
wall space to an advertiser. So gone to great lengths to pernext time you see brightly col- sonalize their buses. They
ored signage on a garden wall decorate them with family
or side of a building, don’t as- names, photos and multiple

tributes to Mexico’s religious
icon, the Virgin of Guadalupe;
enhanced with the requisite
dingle ball fringes and even
sparkly glitter!
Don’t be surprised to still
find “no spitting” signs on
some of the old city buses.
Have you ever noticed that
when passengers sit on the
outside seat they won’t move
over to the window if someone wants to sit? They simply adjust themselves a little
sideways so that you can get
by. Note: If the bus you’re on
does not have a bell (timbre)
to indicate you want to disembark, then just say “baja” (pronounced ba-ha) to the driver
and he will stop.
The numbers game - Phone
numbers here are normally
stated in groups of two. For
example, we would say 669123-4567, but here it is said as
6691-23-45-67. Another odd
habit is when referring to calendar time. Instead of saying
a week (una semana), they say
“ocho dias” (8 days); or “quince
dias” (15 days) for a two week
period. Another anomaly is
that street addresses start
with the name of the street
followed by the number. Keep
this in mind when using your
GPS system or Google maps
or even when relating your
address to a Mexican person;
always start with the street
name.
Meals - The main meal in
Mexico is usually eaten about
2pm. Shortly before that is
when you’ll see long lines
at the “pollo asada” (grilled
chicken) place or when the
corner taco stand is buzzing
with activity. Tacos, pozole
(a type of soup) and chicken
are the favorites. It’s also the
reason why many businesses shut down for a couple of
hours in the afternoon and
resume again around 4pm.
So keep this in mind when
you’re thinking of dropping by
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THE SOLO SNOWBIRD
a business or have important
banking to do.

Confusing Words
Just when you think you’ve
figured it out, you haven’t! Spanish is a Latin based language
and English too uses many Latin based words, so sometimes
certain words may look familiar
to you so with great confidence
you think you know what the
word means… but hold on, not
so quick there amigo!
Barbacoa - sounds like but
does not mean BBQ, it is roasted mutton/lamb
Libreria & Biblioteca - the
first is NOT a library but a
bookstore. The latter is the library.
Cafetera - sounds a lot like
cafeteria and yes, it almost is,
but it really just means place
for coffee.

Señor - yes, it does mean
“mister” but it can also be referring to God or Jesus.
Papa - sounds like the word
for father, however without
the accent on the last “a” it
means potato or Pope.
Comida - means food in
Spanish but in Mexico it also
means “meal” (the one that
happens at 2pm). •

This article is a
condensed version
of Ana's blog. For
the complete issue,
check out her website at www.TheSoloSnowbird.com”... Ana manages two very popular Facebook
groups: Mazatlán Snowbird Rentals (for landlords and tenants to
connect) and the Mazatlan Solo
Snowbird Activity Group (not just
for singles!).

By Nola Dyck
H During World War II, although México never officially declared war on
Germany, it participated by helping to train American fighter pilots and by
sending their “Aguilas Aztecas” (Aztec Eagles) fighter squadron overseas
to help with the war.
H The official name of México is Estados Unidos Mexicanos (United
Mexican States).
H Piñatas are believed to have originated in China where (it is said) Marco
Polo brought the tradition to Italy, before it made its way to Spain and
then over to the new world.
H Mexico has a rapidly growing robotics industry. In 2015 alone, robotic
sales tripled and in recent years there has been an unusually high
number of engineering graduates per capita.
H Cesar Salad was invented in Tijuana by an Italian American who owned
a restaurant there during the Prohibition years.

I

have thoroughly enjoyed
being a small part of the
Venados organization as
an Ambassador this season.
It helped give me an insight
as to how things are done and
the talented people who keep
things running so smoothly. A
case in point is the Marketing
group under the direction of
Simon Lynds and the creative
minds behind the group’s
success.
Simon’s intention from
the beginning was to create a
close connection between the
ownership and players with
the Venado’s International
and local fan base. He did this
by establishing the Ambassadors; a group of Canadian
and American expats who act
as a liaise between the team
and the public. Our ‘job’ is the
promotion to full time and
visiting ex-pats of ‘everything
Venados’. An example is letting them know the ease of
purchasing tickets, getting to
a game and the fun to be had.
Then on October 2, 2018
Simon introduced us to his
Venados Booster Club or VBC.
A lifetime membership can
be purchased for $200 pesos
with $50 pesos of that being
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donated to their social partners which currently includes
El Refugio, and Amigos de Los
Animales, both not for profit organizations. With your
membership also comes a 10%
discount at selected Venados
stores, Venados Booster Club
member events, Prize draws

and competitions, Limited
Edition merchandise offers
and a “VBC” I.D. card. With
all of this and the fan loyalty
the VBC will continue to grow.
At last count there were 200
members. Becoming a member is as easy as copying this
link into your browser:

h t t p s : / / w w w. e m a i l m e form.com/builder/form/n6gbW8A882QGfe0bF
Next season on behalf
of the Venados, the VBC will
expand its social programs to
include other Mazatlan based,
not for profit organizations, in
a series of new initiatives. In
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addition, the VBC hosts
fun events over the
season with members
and these partners to
get everyone interacting. For
example, one of these events
was an exclusive invitation for
Venados Booster Club members to visit the stadium for
a very memorable afternoon.
Mingling with coaches and
some of the players on the
field, VBC members enjoyed
an “offbeat” training session,

“hit a few balls” and
spent a couple of hours
on the field with some
true Venado legends.
Knowing Simon, the success he and his group have
had with the VBC this season
is only a taste of what will
happen in the years to come.
Yo Soy Venados! •

Mónica Osuna
monica.osuna@remaxpacificlife.com
(669) 159.31.44

Lorena Osuna
lorena.osuna@remaxpacificlife.com
(669) 280.12.75

Rosa Osuna / Broker
rosa.osuna@remaxpacificlife .com
(669) 120.09.50

Anabel Osuna
anabel.osuna@remaxpacificlife.com
(669) 912.66.16

Belén Osuna
belen.osuna@remaxpacificlife.com
(669) 149.64.46

Follow the VBC on Facebook.

Fabián Taylor
fabian.taylor@remaxpacificlife.com
(669) 993.34.52

Patricia Fong
patricia.fong@remaxpacificlife.com
(669) 218.27.18

Tyler Merchant
tyler.merchant@remaxpacificlife.com
(669) 431.05.06

Dasya Villalba
dasya.villalba@remaxpacificlife.com
(669) 196.13.01

Walter Carrillo
Yadira Aramburo
walter.carrillo@remaxpacificlife.com yadi.aramburo@remaxpacificlife.com
(669) 139.02.36
(669) 179.89.86

Zelma Osuna
zelma.osuna@remaxpacificlife.com
(669) 117.94.35
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COVER STORY

A non profit dedicated to help the
homeless...and it all started with one
woman and her big dream.

By Olivia Guzón

I

f you are reading this,
then you probably are
wondering who the
lady is on the cover and what did she
do to deserve being
there? Where did she come
from and why isn’t M! Magazine showing her face?

Well, the truth is that this
story is not just about her. It is
also about the almost 130 people she helps daily with the
civil association she founded
in 2010, Amigos de
San Josemaría Escrivá de Balaguer.

The truth is that
this story is not
just about her. It
is also about the
almost 130 people
she helps daily.

Its mission is to
help the homeless.
It doesn’t matter
if they are people
with mental health
issues, struggling
with
addiction,
immigrants
who
left their country
looking for a better
life, or old people
with terminal illness. They are
all welcome to eat and take a
shower at their free diners and
to sleep in the shelters that the
association runs with very little resources.
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Around 8% of the population in Mexico lives in extreme
poverty, this is close to 9.5
million. But these figures are
from 2016, when the Consejo Nacional de Evaluación de
la Política de Desarollo Social
(National Council for the Evaluation of Social Development
Policy), also known as CONEVAL, counted 407,720 people
living in shelters or having no
place to sleep at all around the
country.
So when M! Magazine discovered Amigos de San Josemaría, we went to meet the
wonderful people behind the
program and that’s how we
met “her”.
She is one of those people
who inspires you to be better
just by being such a great role
model. A person with such
kind eyes and an energy that
lights up the room.
Her amazing work started
when she was just a young
girl, always asking people on
the streets their stories, listening to them and treating them
with the dignity they deserve
as human beings.

Now, at 60 years old, she
has dedicated herself full time
to help those people.
The idea of the association
began around 2008, when her
desire to help others took her
in to visit men in prison to
offer them someone to talk
to. Being there, surrounded
by men who had taken the
wrong path, she realized that
their main concern was what
they would do when they left
prison; where would they go
as probably no one would
want them around.
In a moment of kindness,
she told them, not to worry.
There would be a place to help
them when that time came.
“I didn’t think about it that
much, it just felt right to give
them hope”, our mystery lady
said. “After that, I knew it could
not be just words. I had to actually do something to make it
happen”.
So she went home to her
family that day and told them
about her vision: a place where
homeless people would be
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treated with dignity, a place
were they could eat and clean
themselves, and of course, a
place where they could sleep
until they put their life back
together.
Isn’t that the vision of many
of us? To help others? To be
kind and be good with people
who need a little push? But
how many of us actually go all
the way with their feelings?
It’s easier to think about
helping others than to get actually involved in doing something to help. Sadly, sometimes
we even convince ourselves
and others that there’s nothing
we can do to really change the
world we live in.
And that’s exactly what
happened to this lady. People told her she would never be able to pull it off; that it
was the government’s problem not hers; that even if she
could find a way to help others
“those kinds of people” would
never change so it was a waste
of time to try. Thankfully, she
didn’t listen.
“My family and friends
told me that I was crazy, that
I couldn’t change the world.
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She thought he was
homeless. He was
dehydrated and
starving, but she
found out he lived
across the street.

But something
inside me grew
stronger and I
never lost faith.
It
became
a
challenge to me.
I was determined to help these
people somehow”, explained
the founder of Amigos de San
Josemaría.

So she gathered a small
group of like minded people
and together created the association, named after the
founder of the Opus Dei, who
she admired not because of
the religion but because of his
good work towards helpless
people.
But remember how I mentioned this story wasn’t just
about her? Well the following
is proof of how one act of kindness can change a lot lives.
It was a regular day, when
she came across an old man,
in a complete state of abandonment. He was laying on
the street, all dirty and sick.
She could’ve ignored him,
but she didn’t. Instead she
stopped and started talking to
him.

She thought
he was homeless. He was dehydrated
and
starving,
but
she found out
he lived across
the street. She helped him to
stand up and took him home.

When she took a look inside the place, she realized
this person might have a place
to stay but it was definitely not
a home. It smelled horrible;
there was no bed, no drainage,
no water, no food. No nothing,
only filth.
His name was Daniel. He
was 85 years old and no one in
his family wanted to take care
of him. So she did. He was the
first person the association
formally helped.
There were only seven people in the group, but over the
next few days they helped him
to clean himself; they cleaned
his house (it took two garbage
trucks to clean the place);
they took him to a doctor to
get evaluated and treat him;
but most importantly they became his friends.

“At first I didn’t tell anyone
about him. I didn’t have any
donations so I was putting
my own money into helping
this man and I didn’t want
people bringing me down,
telling me it was a waste of
time”, she explained.
After a year of taking care
of him, he got very sick and
in his finals weeks he decided to donate his home at
#523 Melchor Ocampo Street
to the association. That’s
how the first free diner for
the homeless was born. One
act of kindness towards an
old man changed the lives
of hundreds of people who
have been fed since its opening in February of 2010.
“I learned so much from
him. I learned to never give
up. I will never forget him”,
she said with kind eyes.
It required a lot of work
to transform the place into
a diner. Drainage had to be
installed as well as a small
kitchen. At the beginning
they pre cooked the food
and only used a stove to heat
it. Dishes were washed in a
bucket with a hose, but they
didn’t give up.
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By October of the same year,
after gathering some funds
from people who also wanted
to help, they were able to expand the diner and incorporate
showers. Now breakfast and
lunch is served from Monday
to Sunday.
In 2014, her dream came
true. She got enough donations
to rent a small place at German
Evers Street, in Centro, and
opened the first shelter for the
homeless. With only four beds
but multiple mattresses, this
place has become the temporary home of up to 15 people at
a time.
“It’s been a long road.
Dreams do not come for free,
it takes a lot of work, but we
managed to open the shelter,
even though people told me I
was crazy to dream big”.
In 2015, she opened a second
diner in her hometown of El Rosario, where complete families
go to eat every day. By Novem-

ber 2017, she opened a second
shelter, located at Privada del
Moro #205, Pino Suárez, dedicated only to older people and
people with mental illnesses.
These places are possible
thanks to the contribution of
good hearted people who donate money and time, as well as
restaurants, like Panamá, that
donate bread; the government
through the institution Desarrollo Integral de la Familia (Integral Development of the Family), also known as DIF; hotels
such as RIU, that donate pillows
and bed clothes; and pharmacies like Farmacias Similares.
Sadly, over the 9 years not
many people have actually
joined the association and every day more and more people
need their help. Resources are
running extremely low, so they
have been forced to put money out of their own pockets to
keep it going.

Amigos de San Josemaría E. A.C. has government
authorization to receive money donations and, therefore,
can provide tax-deductible donation receipts.
Bank institution: BANORTE
Account number: 0859013293
Account holder’s name:
AMIGOS DE SAN JOSEMARÍA E AC
Key account: 072 74400859013293 6

“They told me it was too
hard for me to do it and it was,
but I did it anyway. Nothing is
impossible. I won’t stop. This is
my life. I help people because
I know it is the right thing to
do”, she said with a shy smile.
Now she dreams to build a
whole center for the homeless.
A building completely dedicated to help as many people as
possible, with different areas
for families, immigrants, older
people and people with mental
illnesses.
You see, it really doesn’t
matter what her name is, she
is not looking for attention,
and neither is she expecting
recognition. But after reading
this you may want to meet her
and you won’t regret it.
She doesn’t speak English,
but her daughter does, so don’t
let the language barrier stop
you from getting involved with
her amazing work.
You can contact the association by e-mail at amigosdesanjosemaria@yahoo.com.mx,
or calling to (222) 441.2263 for
English and (669) 123.3539 for
Spanish. For more information
about their work go to http://
mazatlan21.com/maz21/
amigos-de-san-jose-maria •
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Olivia Guzón is a journalist. She
has worked and collaborated
with newspapers like EL NORTE
in Monterrey, from Grupo REFORMA, and Noroeste, in Mazatlán.
For the past three years she has
been working with Televisora del Pacífico (TVP) as a copy
writer and producer of a series
of mini documentaries for a new
site called La Urbe.mx. She also
teaches at TecMilenio university.

What they need:
• Fruits and vegetables
• Nonperishable food
• Eggs, chicken and fish
• Kitchen utensils
• Cleaning products
• Hygiene products
• Clothes and shoes for
adults, teenagers and
children of all ages.
• Volunteers who can
organize activities
• Activity materials, such
as notebooks, pencils,
markers, cards, tape,
computer ink, etc.
• First aid kits
• Insulin for a patient with diabetes
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Homeless in Mazatlán:
By Olivia Guzón

A story about second chances

H

e was 33 years old
when he decided to
leave Mexico City and
come to live in Mazatlan. He
didn’t know much about it
besides the fact it was a touristic place and, therefore, he
thought he could find a better
job than in the city. Sadly, reality was very different from
what he had imagined.

When he was 20 years old
and after only a few dates, his
girlfriend became pregnant
and so he went to live with
her. She was four years older
than he was and already had a
three-year-old daughter from
another relationship. He instantly became a dad.
Three years ago everything
went downhill: He was unfaithful to his partner and had
to move out of the house. His
kids stayed with their mom
and he rented a small room to
live in.

Bad decisions made him
leave his partner of 14 years,
and mother of his children, in
Mexico City. He used to have
a family, a home, or at least a
place to sleep. In Mazatlan he
had no one and nothing; he
was homeless.

After being laid off from the
TV station, a year went by and
while no better job was coming along, he decided to try
his luck in Mazatlan. After all,
he had heard it was a growing touristic place and he had
never seen the ocean before.

Now, laying in bed, he is recovering from a two toe and
partial foot amputation. But
even after all the suffering, he
still smiles every day and focuses his energy in repaying
the kind help of the civil association who gave him not only
a roof, but also a purpose in life.
This is Isaac Raúl García
Cisneros’ story, and contrary
to what you might think, it’s
not a story about drugs or alcohol, it’s the story of a vicious
cycle that affects thousands
of people in Mexico. Men and
women who don’t have jobs,
so can’t pay for a place to live
and no one hires them because they are homeless. So
they remain homeless.
To understand how Isaac
ended up homeless and with a
partial amputation of his foot
you first need to understand
where he came from. Born as
the product of his mother’s
second marriage, with four
half brothers and a sister, he
was abandoned by his father
when he was very young.
He started working as a
child and at 13 he already
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He quickly learned that,
for someone without money, without an education and
without a home, Mazatlan was
not the tourism job paradise
that he had thought it to be as
no one wanted to hire him.

worked part time in a taco
place. This allowed him to buy
his own clothes and contribute to household expenses.
“To be honest, I gave up high
school because I liked money too much. I’d rather work
and have my own money than
study. At that time, I didn’t regret it, now I do”, he expressed.
At 15 years old he left his
home due to problems with
his stepfather and half brothers who were mistreating his
mother.

“My mother begged me not
to leave, but every time they
treated her badly I ended up
fighting”, he remembered, with
a broken voice and eyes full
with tears, in his bed at one of
the Amigos de San Josemaría’s
shelters for the homeless.
He worked at supermarkets loading and unloading
merchandise and after a few
years he got a job at TV Azteca
where he learned about lighting for television.

“I was living on the streets.
I slept on the ‘malecón’ (boardwalk), at a hotel garage or at
the Plazuela Machado. I asked
for jobs but people looked at
me and gave me no chance. It
was hard.” he explained.
Days became weeks, and
weeks turned into months and
then a year. Every day his appearance changed a little more.
He was dirty and his clothes
were even worse. Overall there
was no way to hide he was
homeless, so instead of people giving him a chance they
closed the doors to him.
Finally, one day while he
was resting at the floor of Plazuela República, in front of the
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cathedral, a man, who was
cleaning shoes let him know
about a place where he could
have some breakfast and
lunch, and clean himself.
It was the free diner of
Amigos de San Josemaría Civil
Association, founded in 2010
with the mission of helping
homeless people.
There, he received food, hygiene items to take a shower,
and even some clean clothes.
But still no one would hire him
as most companies require a
proof of address.
“Living on the streets
changes you. It can either
break you or make you stronger. For me, when they offered
me a place to sleep at the
shelter, it was like a sign that
I have to do something better with my life”,
Isaac said.

He came in with a swollen
foot but three days later, after
waiting in bed, his foot turned
black. Only then did the doctors order tests and discovered
he had advanced diabetes and
required emergency surgery.
They rushed him into the operating room and…he woke
up later to find out he had an
amputation.
“When I woke up and realized I had lost my toes, I was
in shock, but I was also grateful I was alive.”
Now, he is the manager of
the shelter where he lives. He
distributes house activities between the other five men staying there, he makes sure everything is clean and resources
are well managed, but most
importantly he gives them encouragement to keep going.
“I know what
they have being
through. I was
in their place.
I know what it
feels like to have
nothing, but I
also know there
are good people in the world
and if I received
a second chance, everyone
should have one too.” Isaac
said with tears in his eyes.

“Living on the
streets changes
you. It can either
break you or make
you stronger.

That’s
how,
after a year and
four months of
living
on
the
streets, he got a
place to stay at
one of the association’s shelters,
located at 2030
German Evers in downtown,
and got the proof of address
he needed to be hired as a
construction worker.
Finally, life seemed to smile
at him, but not for long.

One day at the construction site he twisted his ankle.
It bothered him for a few days
and got swollen but he continued working. Eventually he
couldn’t even walk so he decided to go to the hospital because his new job allowed him
Seguro Social (medical benefits for workers).
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Isaac is just one of the almost 130 people that Amigos
de San Josemaría helps daily in its two shelters and two
free diners for the homeless.
Amazing work that he describes as the “most beautiful
kindness people can do for
each other”.
You can be part of this
effort. To contribute call
222.441.2263 for English, and
669.123.3539 for Spanish. •
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Cupid
Takes Flight
in México
by TE Wilson

I

n English-speaking North
America, as everyone
knows, we call February
14th Valentine’s Day. In Brazil
and Portugal it’s called “Dia
dos namorados”. And in México and much of Latin America
it is “Día del amor y la amistad” (Day of love and friendship or, if you’re more clear
on your intentions, “Día del
cariño” (Day of the beloved).

I say “much” of Latin America, because although Día del
amor y la amistad is also celebrated on February 14 in Central America and some South
American countries, there are
lots of unique
local twists. In
Bolivia and Colombia the day
is celebrated on
September 21st,
the first day of
spring in the
southern hemisphere. Bolivia
has an added
wrinkle,
because February
14 was already
taken – that
was when, in
1879, the Pacific
War began, which was when
Chile invaded the coastal region of Bolivia and forever cut
it off from the ocean. So, not

much fuzzy love and friendship happening on that day.
The Mexicans have it right.
They keep the day, and take
some of the burden off of cupid. Children in Canada or
the States receive Valentines,
sometimes from secret admirers, and the burden on tender
hearts can be extreme. You get
or send an anonymous Valentine, and the weight of the
crush is sometimes intense.
Who’s it from? Or, worse, you
get nothing, and your youthful soul is set adrift on a sea
of loneliness and misery that
lasts until the next day.
The Mexicans
also escape the
burden of the
good Saint himself. Like a lot of
re l i g i o u s ly - i n spired
festivities, the brilliant
market
economy has suitably
secularized and
monetized February 14, turning
it into a cash cow
for Hallmark and
flower
sellers.
Still, the Americans and Canadians retain the name, which
is a little heavy. The most popular story is of the Saint per-

Despite México
being more Catholic
than its northern
neighbors, it has
put some distance
between the
religious story
and the day.
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forming forbidden Christian
marriages to Roman soldiers.
For this, he was executed (for
the religious, “martyred”). On
the night before his death he
wrote a farewell letter to one
of the young couples, signing
it “Your Valentine.”
Despite México being more
Catholic than its northern
neighbors, it has put some
distance between the religious
story and the day. In México
it’s mostly an innocent celebration for children, like so
many of the festivities in this
country, and an opportunity
to express a more generalized
goodwill toward and among
the little ones. The adults, after all, have enough problems.
There’s also a backup day, July
30th – “Día internacional de la
amistad” – which celebrates
friendship, but can be bumped
up with flowers and chocolates, for those more confident
in their affections.
More formal rituals for February 14 in México do exist,
and these really put things on
the line, because there’s no anonymity. On the day you might
see young people gathering,
often under heavy parental
surveillance, with the boys circling in one direction, and the
girls another. As they pass, a
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boy might casually gift a girl
a flower. Hearts aflutter, because it isn’t over yet. If on the
next pass the girl still has the
flower, then it means she’s accepted the boy’s affections – or
at least isn’t indifferent. Who
wants to be a heartbreaker?
But the ante then gets upped.
When the crowd dissolves the
girl might then be expected to
take a stroll with her admirer.
This is perhaps why the Mexicans often say “to walk with”
(andar con), meaning to date.
Simple and sweet. And of
course adults get in on the
game here, too. There’s nothing stopping a more mature
lover from pulling out all the
stops. Dinner, roses, chocolates – these are popular in
México, too. And if you really
want to order up a smile, send
over a Mariachi band. It can’t
help bring a grin to your beloved’s face, no matter what
the neighbors think. •

TE Wilson will be reading from
Wild Dogs of México – the second
book in his Detective Sánchez series of novels – on Sunday, March
17, at 3pm at El Recreo, Calle
Constitución #209. Admission is
50 pesos. Books will also be available for sale.
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BEST
BETS

FEBRUARY

1

ARTWALK IN CENTRO HISTÓRICO
A free self-guided walking tour
of artists’ studios and galleries
in Mazatlán’s Centro Histórico.
Showcases the visual arts and
artists in downtown; provides
a free way to meet the artists;
and present a venue for artists
to show and sell their artwork.
Definitely a do not miss event!
You’ll find the printed program
all around Centro Histórico, and
you can identify the participant
galleries by a banner outside.
FREE ENTRANCE / 14:00 to 18:00
hrs / MORE INFORMATION at
www.artwalkmazatlan.com.

2

OPERA AT THE MUSEUM
Museo de Arte Mazatlán
continues their opera
celebration with a gala starring
soprano Cecilia Ledesma.
MUSEO DE ARTE MAZATLÁN
/ 19:00 hrs. / TICKETS on sale
at the museum’s box office
MORE INFORMATION in
English at (669) 163.0248.

5

AND EVERY TUESDAY
OF THE MONTH

THE BRENSTER'S BEACH BASH
Brenster's Beach Bash is
celebrating its 10th year
Anniversary this season, and on
Jan. 29th had its 50,000th person
attend Mazatlan’s only weekly
beach party. It was recognized
with a Mazzie Award in 2012
for The Best Thing To Do In
Mazatlan. You can spend an
incredible afternoon, drink ALL
the alcohol you want, and listen
and dance to the best beach
music in Mazatlan. From Brent’s
originals to Jimmy Buffett, Kenny
Chesney, and some of your
favorite country rock, all with
the palm trees blowing and the
hot Mexican sun setting over the
islands. DIEGO’S BEACH HOUSE
/ 14:00 to 18:00 hrs / TICKETS
from $80 MXN to $340 MXN

Experience a wonderful concert
with the musical draw of ten
pianos and enjoy the artistic
journey from classical music
to the most joyful of Mexican
music, including Jazz, Pop,
Opera, Zarzuela and Brass.
Two shows, 6pm and 8:15 pm,
tickets at the ANGELA PERALTA
THEATER box office. A concert
that will break all the rules!
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HEARTS FOR HOSPICE
DINNER DANCE
This event is always a sell out!
Get your tickets soon. Annual
fundraiser for Hospice Mazatlan
that has been serving the
community for many years. 3
Course sit down dinner with
open bar, silent
auction, raffle
and music by
Rock Creek.
Tickets are $850
MXN Contact
Carla Albano
669-446-3756
Doors open at 6:30pm, Dinner
at 7:30pm EL CID CASA CLUB

10

MARKETO STRING QUARTET:
THE BEST OF BEETHOVEN
If you are a classical music fan,
then you will love this concert
performed by a multinational
quartet from Ukraine, Spain,
Ecuador and Mexico that are
in Mazatlan as part of the
Gordon Campbell Season
2019. CASA HAAS, located at
Calle Heriberto Frías 1506B,
Centro / 12:00 and 17:00 hrs
/ TICKETS are $350 MXN.

9

13

Maestro José Miguel Rivera
will delight us with the best of
classical music and even some
originals never heard before.
MUSEO DE ARTE MAZATLÁN
/ 19:00 hrs. / TICKETS on sale
at the museum’s box office.
MORE INFORMATION in
English at (669) 163.0248.

Get to know the art scene
from the Golden Zone area!
Walking through Playa Gaviotas
street, specifically from the
Mazatlan4Rent Agency to The
Shrimp Factory, is a nice 20-30
minute walk featuring several
artists, photographers, designers
and more. What a great way to
spend an afternoon and enjoy
amazing conversations within
the art community in Mazatlán.
FREE ENTRANCE / 14:00 to 18:00
hrs / MORE INFORMATION on
Facebook @artwalk.goldenzone

PIANO CONCERT
EL SHOW DE LOS DIEZ PIANOS
(TEN PIANOS SHOW)

9

ARTWALK IN GOLDEN ZONE

RENOWN SANTOS DE LA TORRE
IN ARTWALK GOLDEN ZONE
M exican artist Santos de la Torre
will be at Mazatlán for the next
date of Art Walk Golden Zone
2018-2019. His work will be for
exhibition and sale at Casa Maya.
One of the most renown huichol
artist. He´s unique visions of the
Huichol people has take his art
to country´s like India, Germany,
USA and Saudi Arabia. This is a
great opportunity to experience
and share the mystery and
beauty of ancient mexican art in
the company
of Maestro
Santos de la
Torre For most
information
contact
Fernando
Alarriba 669
1063198.

15&16

GORDON’S STRING FAVORITES
February 17. A fine selection of
composers such as Barber and Grieg
will enchant you with this concert as
part of the Gordon Campbell Season
2019. TEATRO ÁNGELA PERALTA /
12:00 hrs. / TICKETS between $50
and $350 PESOS, on sale at the
theater’s. MORE INFORMATION
in English at 982.44.44 ext 103.
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MAZATLAN ROCKS THE BEACH
A six-hour performance of five of the
best local bands. Cold beer, sunshine,
surf, food & dancing. A great way to
enjoy and help at the same time. $50
pesos of each pre-purchased ticket
will be donated to the animal shelter
“Amigos de los Animales” as well as
to “Refugio Mazatlán”, a home for
disadvantaged teenage boys. There
will be a 50/50 draw at the event to
help these local charities. SUMBAWA
BEACH CLUB / starts at 11:00 hrs.
/ TICKETS $250 PESOS on sale at
different spots such as Looney Bean,
Rico’s Café (La Marina), Food Market
at La Catrina every Wednesday,
and Venados Stores (Golden Zone
& Centro). MORE INFORMATION at
(669) 116.97.98 and (669) 994.18.72.

MAZATLAN WINE FESTIVAL
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ART BY LLOYD GOLDSTEIN
Lloyd's powerful use of color
shows his passion for creating
something. His integration of
multiple software programs
make his pieces look more like
paintings than photographs.
The exhibition will be shown
until March 17 at Sala Carlos
Bueno. MUSEO DE ARTE
MAZATLÁN / 19:00 hrs. /FREE
ENTRANCE. MORE INFORMATION
in English at 669.163.0248.
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MAZATLAN CARNAVAL
PRESENTS: VELADA DE LAS
ARTES (EVENING OF THE ARTS)
The Mazatlan Literature Award
will be officially delivered at this
event, followed with a concert
directed by Enrique Patrón
de Rueda and the Camerata
Mazatlán. At the time of the

publication of this calendar,
the cast of the event had not
been announced yet. TEATRO
ÁNGELA PERALTA / 20:00 hrs /
TICKETS from $300 to $500 MXN
are on sale at the theater’s box
office. MORE INFORMATION in
English at 982.4444 ext 103.

FRANZ SCHUBERT: THE TROUT
The Gordon Campbell Season
2019 ends with one of the most
cheerful works of the classical
repertoire. TEATRO ÁNGELA
PERALTA / 12:00 hrs. / TICKETS
are between $50 MXN and $350
MXN, on sale at the theater’s
box office. MORE INFORMATION
in English at 982.4444 ext 103.
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MAZATLAN CARNAVAL
PRESENTS: BANDA EL RECODO
As part of Mazatlan Carnaval
2019, the mother of all “bandas”
will be celebrating its 80th
Anniversary at the stadium.

TEODORO MARISCAL
STADIUM / 20:00 hrs / FREE
EVENT with ticket. TICKETS
for this event are SOLD OUT.
MORE INFORMATION
at the ticket stand for
carnaval events outside
Teatro Ángela Peralta.
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MAZATLAN CARNAVAL
PRESENTS:
GASTRONOMIC SHOW
Enjoy the flavors of Sinaloa
in this gastronomic fair that
has become characteristic of
the carnaval, where different
restaurants take to the streets
around the Plazuela Machado
to delight your palate.
PLAZUELA MACHADO / 14:00
hrs / FREE ENTRANCE. This
event will last until the last
day of Carnaval on March 5th.

Enjoy the first Mazatlan Wine
Festival where you’ll get to know
a variety of wineries from around
Mexico. The perfect opportunity
to sample different wines and
buy the best brands. MUSEO
DE ARTE MAZATLÁN / 12:00 to
20:00 hrs / TICKETS are $200
MXN for one day, $300 MXN for
both days. MORE INFORMATION
in English at (669) 163.0248.
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OFFICIAL PRESENTATION OF
THE MAZATLAN LITERATURE
AWARD WINNER
If you understand Spanish well
and love literature, then this
presentation is a must, as the
award winner of the prestigious
Mazatlan Literature Award
will talk about his work. At the
time of the publication of this
calendar, the winner had not
yet been announced. CASA
HAAS, located at Calle Heriberto
Frías 1506B, Centro / 19:00 hrs.
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M! Business Directory
AA Group
AA…Back 2 Basics Group CLOSED AA Meeting EVERY Friday at noon, year-round, at the
Melville Hotel, #99 Constitution, Centro. Contacts: Bob, 669-117-6112, rwbez@yahoo.com;
Denny, 669-116-5398, barrattdennis@gmail.
com.

Appliances
Mazatlán Appliances & Services Large selection of home & commercial appliances.
Guaranteed low prices, prompt service! Call
us: 182-7737 or visit showroom at Ave. Carlos
Conseco #6077, across from Marina Hospital.

Beauty Salon / Spa
Tippy Toes Salon & Spa Full-service salon:
hair, nails, facials, massage & more. Quality
products and autoclave sterilization! Sixto
Osuna #115, Olas Altas, across from Art Museum. 981-3463, www.tippytoesmaz.com

Hugo Galvan Studio - We are a full service
hair salon. Our only objective is customer
satisfaction. Professional and express services for men and woman. Located inside
La Gran Plaza. Call Hugo 669 983 4782 for
English.

Business/ Professional Advice
Kelly Consultores. Specializing in fideicomisos, business set-up, accounting, legal, labor,
tax & immigration matters. 30 years exp. Rodolfo or Suelen Kelly. Office: Guillermo Nelson 100-108, across from cathedral, Centro.
985-5020. skelly@kellyconsultores.com,
rkelly@kellyconsultores.com

Craft Sale
CRAFT, FOOD & BAKE SALE starting November 14 9am to Noon every Wednesday.
Home &/or hand made pickles, pies, muffins, cookies, comfort food. Great crafts,
jewelry, greeting cards, gently used items &
much more. La Catrina Restaurant, on the
corner across from Luna Palace.

Dental
Dr. Francisco Bouttier General Dentistry.
GOOD PRICES! We’ll come pick you up for
your first appt! Phone 669 982 4767 / 24
hours & emergencies. Excellent reviews.
English spoken. Rio Baluarte #139 Near the
Aquarium. ddsbouttier@hotmail.com
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Your handy-dandy Mazatlán resource guide! One low price of
$2,000 pesos gets you a listing for the entire season in print
and a year online too. Want to know more? Email us at mztmx@
me.com or call (669) 240 73 03

Design
Come visit our new Art and furnishings gallery in our Mazatlan4Sale offices. Exclusive
designs of authentic Oaxacan rugs, local
artists exhibits and high end furnishings.
We also present the Golden Zone ARTWALK
once a month with many local artists. office@mazatlan4sale.com 669 913 6408 360
326 8769

Get-Aways
La Rosa de Las Barras “Intimate Beachfront
Retreat.” A private México vacation on a
beautiful secluded beach, one hour north
of Mazatlán near Las Labradas petroglyphs.
Cell: 696-102-5001, www.larosadelasbarras.
com.

Handyman
A to Z Services “One Call Can Solve All!” Experienced plumber, tiler, metal work, floor
polishing, project & property managing. English speaking, 27 years in Mazatlán. Cell:
669 102-6662, griff2010@gmail.com.

Insurance
Juan Chong Insurance “Reliable Service for
All Your Insurance Needs.” Office: 669-9820260, Cell: 6699-18-2504. Vonage: 619-4883717. Calle 5 de Mayo #2214, (bet. Zaragoza
& Luis Zuniga) Centro Historico.juanfchong@
gmail.com

Medical Services
Air evacuation insurance. GUARANTEED ACCEPTANCE for everyone under 85 & all stable
pre-existing conditions automatically covered. NO WAITING PERIODS!
RETURN to your home country with an affordable Travel MedEvac insurance policy!
www.medevacmazatlan.com

Open-Air Taxi
Tony’s Pulmonia BILINGUAL, 20 YEARS
SAFE & COURTEOUS DRIVING, AVAILABLE
24/7. (Taxi Service, Shopping, City Tours, Errands, Handyman). Cell: 6691-10-5864.

Organic Farmers Market
Local produce, dairy, baked goods and other items. Saturday 8am-Noon, Zaragoza
Park, Centro Histórico. Nov-April. Info: 669116-3297. Facebook: Mercado Orgánico de
Mazatlán

Real Estate
Mazatlan4Sale, Premier Real Estate Brokerage.
Located in Golden Zone Playa Gaviotas #439,
in-front of Holiday Inn. Experience locally and
in US for over 33 years in Real Estate and Property Management for residential properties
and Home Staging. office@mazatlan4sale.com
669 913 6408 360 326 8769

EVA PRATT REALTY Buying or selling Real Estate in Centro? As an experienced and knowledgeable Realtor, I can help you navigate a safe
and successful transaction. Let’s get started
today! Eva Pratt (669) 270 6755
eva@evaprattrealty.com

Tours
Guided Tours, unique experiences, traditions, culture & more. I’m a reliable, certified,
bi-lingual driver-guide. 15 yrs. of experience.
Personalized Attention, Premium Touring
Van, Very Reasonable Rates! Call 191-2005,
(669) 154-0243.
sinaloaadventures@gmail.com
Onca Explorations, swimming with dolphins
in the wild, whale watching, snorkel, kayak
and more, we help travelers live epic experiences, explore new places, meet new people
and connect with nature while getting involved in conservation projects and citizen
science expeditions throughout Mazatlan
and other ecoregions. Tel. (669) 913.40.50 /
(669) 116.03.01 www.oncaexplorations.com

Vacation Rentals /
Property Management
Mazatlan4Rent Experience Mazatlan’s finest
selection of properties for your next vacation.
Proudly representing the professional needs
of our clients and their beautiful homes. Ave.
Playa Gaviotas 439A, Zona Dorada office@
mazatlan4rent.com 669 913 1830
OCCAN PROPERTIES A vacation home management company that is small enough to
care, but big enough to make a difference.
Now accepting Oceanfront and Marina properties! It’s time you experience complete
peace-of-mind.
info@occanproperties.com
Ph. 669-533-0950 www.occanproperties.com

Veterinarian
Paws of Love is your full service veterinarian clinic offering such services as: Consultations, X-Rays, Ultrasound, Vaccines, Grooming, Surgery, Dental Cleaning, Pet Food and
Accessories. 669 161 9855 or mvzineslovi@
hotmail.com Open 10AM to 6PM - English
Spoken.
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®

THE BOSS
Is Back In Town!

SkyMed cordially invites all SkyMed members in Mazatlan and those
snowbirds and expats interested in learning more about SkyMed
membership, to attend this free, special brunch hosted by Will Klein,
SkyMed Chairman, and Kathleen Phelps, SkyMed Certified Representative.
Come and find out more about how the BEST MED EVAC PLAN available
really works and how to activate your coverage in a medical emergency.

Topics to be covered:
• How medical evacuation
IS possible after heart
attack or stroke.

• SkyMed Coverage Area:
Basic Service Area &
GLOBAL option.

• How to call for an
ambulance in Spanish, in
Mazatlan.

• Examples of how SkyMed
has helped save the
lives and nest eggs of
members.

• Recap of all SkyMed
services available to
members.

• Ask The Boss: Q & A
session with Will Klein.

• How to activate your
SkyMed services at
the time of a medical
emergency.

When: Tuesday, Feb. 26th at 12 noon
Where: The Palms Resort of Mazatlan
in the Vista Del Mar Room
Avenida Cameron Sabalo 696, Mazatlan
RSVP: Space is limited. Please RSVP By Friday, Feb. 15th
to: www.skymed.com/weappreciateyou
Kathleen Phelps, SkyMed Certified
Representative
Mexico Cell: 322-142-2245
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AMO MAZATLÁN

I love Banda,
but wait a minute,
I use to hate it !
By Juan Pablo A. Sanchez King

T

he first time I visited
Mazatlan, in 2009, I decided that someday I
was going to live here. In 2012
I got a job offer and moved to
Centro Historico. Since then
I have become a Mazatleco. I
opened a business, started a
family, and have been active
in the community as an artist, entrepreneur and a citizen. Furthermore, my beautiful daughter Silvana was born
here. I am a Mazatleco and
love Mazatlan. However there
were things about Mazatlan
that did not make sense to
me and that I simply didn't
like, such as loud music in the
streets and particularly Banda.
I just hated Banda. However
that was before I learned more
about the history and the culture of Sinaloa.

they started to participate actively in the community. They
built roads, such as Paseo
Claussen, and settled the
foundations for the first beer
factory in Sinaloa (of course,
Pacifico). The Germans were
not only trading and working,
they actually were introducing their culture. Casa Melcher
(Venus and Constitución), an
important German merchant,
donated the kiosk located in
Plaza Republica (located in
front of the Cathedral and the
Municipal building), so that a
German Bavarian Style Band
could perform on Sundays.
Casa Melcher had stores in
Sinaloa, Zacatecas and Oaxaca, where they were suppliers
of the wind instruments needed for Banda music. It is not a
coincidence that we
have Mexican BanI just hated
After
Mexico´s
da in these 3 States.
Independence, back
Banda. However The rule was that
in 1810 when the
Mazatlecos
could
Spaniards
where that was before start and finish the
expelled from the
I learned more repertoire with a
country, many EuGerman song, and
ropean families ar- about the history in the middle they
rived in Mexico to
and the culture could perform what
foster trade and relaever they liked. Very
of Sinaloa.
tionships with other
quickly the wind incountries. Mazatlan
struments were adreceived many German fami- opted by the locals, and Banda
lies who arrived as migrants, music became very popular.
and who later become a great Surrounding towns such as
asset to the community. They Rosario, Quelite, Noria and Rebecame prosperous when they codo followed up and started
became merchants and traded their own bands to perform
the gold that was extracted in their own Kiosks. Banda
from the Sinaloa Sierra. Soon Sinaloense was born as a mix
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of Polka with Vals, Huapango,
Foxtrot and many other popular rhythms.
Recently I got to meet Jazz
musician and researcher Sammy Lizarraga. Samuel wrote
a book about the influence of
jazz in Banda Sinaloense. He
explained to me that during
the 50´s and 60´s big bands
started to become a phenomenon in Sinaloa. Don Cruz Lizarraga from El Recodo was one
of its leaders that embraced
the world’s dominant genres
and incorporated them into
the Banda Sinaloense style.
Don Cruz is now considered a
local hero (see his monument
just in front the Acuario) and
Sammy is the great grandson
of Victorina Lizárraga, the only
sister of Don Cruz. The richness of the sound of classic
Banda Sinaloense will transport you to an era of magnificent taste, joy and cultural
prosperity. Mazatlan is now at
a cultural peak with arts, particularly contemporary dance,
opera singers, and world class
musicians. Mazatlecos are indeed natural artists and performers.

Sammy´s vision is that we
take pride in the original Banda as a way to understand and
acknowledge the beauty of our
identity. Recently Sammy has
been advisor to Chepino (José
Sánchez Rivera), a young social activist that sees in music
the ideal solution to protect
kids from street violence and
the narco influence. The way
I see it is that Banda is now
distorted and eclipsed by the
narco culture, and Sammy´s
vision can be the antidote. I
love Mazatlan and hope that,
through the power and influence of beauty, we can transform our community into a
more prosperous, proud and
energetic society. •

Juan Pablo A. Sanchez King (LUCAS) is studying a Phd. in Social
Welfare at Boston College, he is
a Life and Business Shepard and
consultant, with a multidisciplinary background in Industrial
Engineering, Marketing and Cultural-Biology. He works to transform society for a greater good.
Links: www.lacalledelafelicidad.
org and www.tomatl.mx

To appreciate classic Banda Sinaloense visit:
H https://youtu.be/EBAWKaIht8s
H https://youtu.be/kn9kKMIq0UxQ
H https://youtu.be/t7KWHkHY-go
H https://youtu.be/2T3veB3hbyw
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